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Abstract: Studies have assessed neighborhood walkability responding to increasing interest in
academics, practitioners, and policy makers. While Walk Score is a well-operationalized and
efficient measure of neighborhood walkability, it is not supported in the Asian context. We thus
developed a “Walkability Score” for use in Seoul, South Korea, following the Walk Score algorithm
and then conducted a logistic regression for a satisfied versus dissatisfied binary outcome in order to
conduct an empirical test. Results showed a significant association between Walkability Score and
pedestrian satisfaction. We also explored sample locations and found some discrepancies between
Walkability Score and the degree of pedestrian satisfaction. While some sample locations near parks,
and rivers and waterfront spaces (but without destinations for walking trips such as banking or
shopping) revealed low Walkability Scores, the degree of pedestrian satisfaction was relatively high
in these areas. Some samples located in residential areas with well-designed sidewalks and greenery
revealed relatively high pedestrian satisfaction, but Walkability Scores were insufficient. This study’s
Walkability Score was somewhat valid for approaching the issue, but further research is needed to
complete this measure, especially in high-density areas with well-equipped pedestrian infrastructures
(e.g., crosswalks, pedestrian streets).

Keywords: Walk Score; Walkability Score; pedestrian satisfaction; walkability assessment; Geographic
Information System (GIS); Seoul

1. Introduction

Neighborhood walkability has been a highly important policy implementation for ensuring
better community outcomes. Beyond the normative view, empirical studies have revealed improved
social, environmental, economic, and health outcomes in areas with walkable neighborhoods [1–14].
For example, neighborhood walkability is associated with enhanced social capital via resident
interaction [1–3], improved air quality through reduced traffic congestion [4–6], increased housing
prices [7–9], improved overall health [10–13], and economic resilience effects [14].

While there are many promising benefits to improving neighborhood walkability, there is still
some debate over how such a walkable environment is built. Here, specific measurements are needed to
objectively determine this achievement. An increasing number of studies are implementing Geographic
Information Systems (GISs) technology to provide a more objective approach to operationalizing
neighborhood walkability. Some have already identified built-environment measures, including
population density, residential density, mixed land usage, street connectivity, and destination
accessibility [15–19]. Most of these studies have suggested that more compact, connected, and mixed
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neighborhoods are conducive to walking. However, there have also been unexpected findings based on
some of the individual measurements [20–22]. Lack of measurement consistency and clarity was noted
as a possible explanation for the inconsistent results across the literature [20–22]. These inconsistent
results have created the need for a more generalized measurement tool [20,23].

Rather than using various individual measurements to determine walkability, some researchers
have attempted to combine these factors into a single conceptual index. This is advantageous for
estimating the walkability effect while reducing multicollinearity concerns [18]. Frank et al. (2009)
suggested the implementation of a walkability index based on normalized scores for the elements of
residential density, mixed land usage, street connectivity, and the floor-area ratios (FARs) of commercial
properties [18]. Kuzmyak et al. (2006) suggested a walk opportunities index based on the gravity
model approach [24].

Walk Score is also a popular composite index for representing the degree of environmental
walkability [25]. It is based on measures of destination accessibility (e.g., coffee shops, libraries,
and restaurants), block length, and street connectivity within a predetermined network-distance
boundary [26]. Previous studies have validated Walk Score for use in US and Canadian locations.
The studies have significantly associated Walk Score with objective environmental measures [27–29].
Walk Score uses a patented system to evaluate walkability at a given location using various data
sources from Education.com, Open Street Map, Google, and the US Census [25]. It is provided on
their website (walkscore.com) as the calculated score ranging from 0 to 100, which can be classified
into five degrees of the walkability level, such as “car-dependent (0–24),” “somewhat car-dependent
(25–49),” “somewhat walkable (50–69),” “very walkable (70–89),” and “walker’s paradise (90–100).”
Therefore, Walk Score is regarded as a well-operationalized and efficient measure in terms of usage and
interpretation [25]. With these reasons, a variety of studies in several other fields have increasingly used
Walk Score as it is associated with health outcomes (e.g., overall mental health and depression) [30,31],
healthy behavior [30,32–34], low crime [35], and premium housing prices [8,9]. Some recent studies
have also employed Walk Score to examine the association between neighborhood walkability and
lower levels of foreclosure [36] and mortgage defaulting [37].

While Walk Score is attractive as a walkability measure, it has only been provided in the US,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand [38]. A growing number of studies are focusing on the effects
of walkability in Asian locations, but few have attempted to do so using a neighborhood walkability
index. Koohsari et al. (2018) examined the validity of Walk Score among 1072 residential addresses
in Tokyo, Japan [39]. The researchers specifically tested the validity of Walk Score according to
five GIS-based environmental elements (also indicators used to calculate Walk Score) and conducted
correlation analyses between Walk Score and environmental attributes. Results showed some significant
correlations of Walk Score with intersection density and the number of local destinations. However,
although Walk Score is provided in Asian locations, the accuracy and application of Walk Score still
need to be verified because data sources used for calculating Walk Score are not available in Asian
locations. A recent study by Zhang et al. (2019) assessed neighborhood walkability in Futian District,
Shenzhen, China, following the Walk Score approach [40], but their focus was to examine its association
with property value.

This study implements the Walk Score algorithm to measure a neighborhood walkability index
(hereafter, Walkability Score) and further explores its potential for application in the high-dense urban
context of Asian cities, like Seoul. This requires several steps. We first determine Seoul’s Walkability
Score following the Walk Score methodology. We then use survey data retrieved by the Seoul city
government to examine how Walkability Score is associated with pedestrian satisfaction. We also
obtain Walk Scores (using the official website, walkscore.com) for sample locations in Seoul to compare
them with Walkability Scores at the same locations. We then conduct a comprehensive analysis of
these samples to determine any discrepancies between Walkability Score and pedestrian satisfaction.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

This study was conducted in Seoul, the largest and most urbanized city in South Korea. While Seoul
only comprises 0.6% (605.2 km2) of the total land area in South Korea, it contains approximately
20% (9,857,426 individuals) of the total national population as of 2017 [41]. While smaller in land
area, its population is larger than New York City’s (approximately 8,398,000 individuals throughout
782 km2) [42]. As shown in Figure 1, the Han River runs through Seoul from east to west. It accounts
for 6.3% of Seoul’s total area. Further, approximately 25% of the city is designated as a greenbelt
(mostly near the borders) [41].
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2.2. Calculating the Walkability Score

2.2.1. Applying the Walk Score Methodology

Other studies have thoroughly described the Walk Score methodology [26,38,43]. As such, it is
briefly summarized here. The original Walk Score is calculated on the basis of accessibility to nearby
amenities that are within walkable distance, scores are then adjusted for intersection density and block
length. In this context, amenities comprise nine destination categories (i.e., groceries, restaurants,
shopping, coffee shops, banks, parks, schools, libraries, and entertainment). The closest amenities are
used to create scores for each category. Here, full points are given for those within 0.25 miles. A distance
decay function is then adapted for amenities between 0.25 and 1.5 mile distances. Multiple amenities
are counted in the categories where various types and options can be considered, such as restaurant,
shopping, and coffee shop categories, while only one destination is counted in the other six categories,
such as grocery, bank, park, school, and entertainment. For example, people usually use the closest
retail from home when choosing a retail, but we also need to consider various types of retail, such as
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shoes, food stores, and clothing. The categories of grocery, restaurant, shopping, and coffee shop are
weighted because they are regarded as destinations that generate additional walking trips. For example,
grocery stores are three times as important as parks. While the Walk Score counts the nearest grocery
store as a fully weighted 3, it differently weights the 10 closest restaurants. Intersection density and
average block length are included as the key measures of pedestrian friendliness promoting walking.
Poor intersection density and average block length are considered penalty elements. For example,
areas with over 200 intersections per square miles and 120 m of average block length do not receive any
losing points, but areas with poor intersection density and long average block length receive penalties
equivalent to up to 5% of the total score.

We closely followed the Walk Score algorithm to calculate our Walkability Score. We thus obtained
geospatial data sources published in 2017 from government websites, including the Seoul Open Data
Plaza [44], Road Name Address [45], National Spatial Data Infrastructure Portal [46], and Open Data
Portal [47], in addition to three private cinema companies [48–50]. See Table 1 for details.

Table 1. Categories, indicators, algorithm, and data source for the Walkability Score calculation.

Category Indicator
Algorithm

Data Source
Total Count Weight

Amenity

Grocery Grocery store 1 3

Seoul Open Data Plaza
Restaurants Restaurants; cafeteria 10

0.75, 0.45, 0.25, 0.25,
0.225, 0.225, 0.225,

0.225, 0.2, 0.2

Shopping Department stores; big box
retails; shopping malls 5 0.5, 0.45, 0.4, 0.35,

0.3 Road Name Address

Coffee Coffee shops; bakery 2 1.25, 0.75 Seoul Open Data Plaza

Banks Banks 1 1 National Spatial Data
Infrastructure Portal

Parks Parks, open green spaces,
forests; mountains and hills 1 1

Road Name AddressSchools Elementary/middle/high
schools 1 1

Books Bookstores; libraries 1 1

Entertainment
Movie theatres, museums,

gallery, zoos,
community gardens

1 1
Website of three major

cinemas, Open Data Portal;
Road Name Address

Pedestrian Friendliness

Intersection density Intersections per square miles

>200: no penalty
150–200: 1% penalty
120–150: 2% penalty
90–120: 3% penalty
60–90: 4% penalty
<60: 5% penalty National Spatial Data

Infrastructure Portal

Average block length Meters

<120 m: no penalty
120–150 m: 1% penalty
150–165 m: 2% penalty
165–180 m: 3% penalty
180–195 m: 4% penalty

>195 m: 5% penalty

2.2.2. Modifying the Walk Score Methodology

We modified the Walk Score methodology to include the following two parts: (1) distance to
park and (2) distance decay function. For distance to park, the Walk Score measures the distance to
the park centroid rather than to the entrance or the nearest boundary. However, this approach may
increase measurement errors as park sizes increase. Further, our data did not include information
about main entrance points and it was difficult to find the nearest boundary point to measure distance.
Thus, if a park size was greater than 2500 m2, we divided it into 50 m × 50 m grid cells and calculated
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the distance to the park from the centroid of the nearest grid cell. If a park size was less than 2500 m2,
then the distance to the park was calculated from the park centroid in the same way as done to achieve
a Walk Score. Figure 2 shows an example of how we measured the distance to a park. As the park on
the left side of the figure is over 2500 m2, the nearest centroid of grid cells was used to measure the
network distance to the park. We used Create Fishnet Xtools Pro of ArcGIS to create a net of rectangular
cells that subdivided the park based on the given length of rows and columns. Then, we created
a centroid of each cell and calculated the distance from WS point A to the nearest centroid. The park
on the right side of the figure is less than 2500 m2, and thus the centroid of the park was used.
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According to the Walk Score methodology, nearby amenities between 0.25 and 1.5 mile distances
are weighted according to the distance decay function (Figure 3a). However, due to the limitation of GIS
tools, it is technically difficult to compute a continuous decay function. We therefore simplified this into
distance, following the approach used in previous studies [17,40]. We also note that using the simplified
adaption might help to measure the scores consistently across an area like Seoul where various urban
contexts and structures exist. As shown in Figure 3b, weights were given on the basis of distance bands
within a search radius with a 2 km maximum network buffer. For example, full scores were given for
destinations within 400 m (i.e., 0.25 miles or a 5 min walk) of a given location, while 0.75 points were
given for those within 800 m (i.e., 0.5 miles or a 10 min walk), 0.4 were given for those within 1.2 km
(i.e., 0.75 miles or a 15 min walk), 0.125 were given for those within 1.6 km (i.e., 1 mile or a 20 min
walk), and 0.05 were given for those within 2 km (i.e., 1.25 miles or a 25 min walk).
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2.2.3. Applying the Walkability Score in Seoul

We computed a Walkability Score for the entirety of Seoul by dividing the study area into 100 m × 100 m
grid points (a total of 44,000) and calculating a Walkability Score for each point. We decided that
100 m × 100 m was of sufficient size after testing different grid sizes (e.g., 80 m, 100 m, 150 m, 200 m) while
considering the accuracy and efficiency needed to obtain a full Walkability Score. Similar to this study,
Zhang and colleagues calculated the walkability index at the 150 m × 150 m grid points in the area of Futian
District, China, but our study has converged to a sort of consistent score when using a range of a 100 m grid
intervals. Any grid points located in the river or a greenbelt area were excluded from the analysis (no road
networks or amenities are found in these areas).

2.3. Correlating Walkability Scores with Attention to Pedestrian Satisfaction

2.3.1. Data: Perceived Satisfaction of the Walking Environment, Walkability Score, and Other
Confounding Factors

We used survey data to examine the association between Walkability Score and pedestrian
satisfaction in the walking environment. The Seoul city government conducted the survey in 2015 and
provided all data without personal identification (e.g., name and address) for public use [51]. A total
of 1000 locations in Seoul were randomly selected and 20 pedestrians around each location were then
asked to complete the survey. We initially obtained a sample size of 20,000 pedestrians, but excluded
80 of those from four locations due to missing information for a final sample of 19,920.

We used the survey item concerning perceived satisfaction with the walking environment as
the dependent variable. This item was expressed on a five-point Likert scale (i.e., “very satisfied,”
“somewhat satisfied,” “neutral,” “somewhat dissatisfied,” and “very dissatisfied”). Each cell of five
points was not evenly distributed and some had low frequencies. In our samples, the responses for
“very satisfied” were only 3.9%. To preserve cell size and perform efficient analysis, we dichotomized
the variable into 1 for the satisfied category (very satisfied and somewhat satisfied) and 0 for the
dissatisfied category (very dissatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, and neutral).

The Walkability Score taken among the 966 total locations was used as the independent variable
(see Section 2.2.1). Although it is not supported in South Korea, we then compared the correlation of
the Walk Score with pedestrian satisfaction by measuring the Walk Score at all given locations using
the official website (walkscore.com) [43].

Confounding variables included gender, age, and walking purpose (i.e., recreation or transportation)
as taken from the survey data. Gender was coded as 1 for male and 0 for female. Age was measured in
five-year intervals and treated as a continuous variable. Walking purpose was measured with multiple

walkscore.com
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response categories and coded as 1 for transportation purpose (e.g., commuting to school or work) and 0 for
recreational purpose (e.g., taking a stroll or walking leisurely). Variable details are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Walk Score frequency and percentage according to degree of walkability.

Variable Measurement Frequency (%) Mean (SD)

Dependent Variable

Pedestrian’s satisfaction Binary: 0 = dissatisfied
1 = satisfied

16,589 (83.28%)
3331 (16.72%)

Independent Variables

Walkability Score Continuous: Walkability Score 73.83 (10.05)
Walk Score Continuous: Walk Score 89.20 (8.71)

Confounding Variables

Gender Binary: 0 = female
1 = male

9177 (46.07%)
10,743 (53.93%)

Age

Continuous: 1 = 15–19 years old, 2 = 20–24
years old, 3 = 25–29 years old, 4 = 30–34
years old, 5 = 35–39 years old, 6 = 40–44
years old, 7 = 45–49 years old, 8 = 50–54
years old, 9 = 55–59 years old, 10 = 60–64

years old, 11 = 60 + years old

6.28 (3.05)

Walking purpose Binary: 0 = recreational walking
1 = transportation walking

0: 4744 (23.82%)
1: 15,176 (76.18%)

Note: SD: standard deviation.

2.3.2. Statistical Analysis to Examine the Association between Walkability Score and
Pedestrian Satisfaction

We examined the differences between the Walkability Score and Walk Score through a t-test.
We used a logistic regression for the binary outcome to examine the association between the Walkability
Score and pedestrian satisfaction with the walking environment. We also estimated the odds ratios of
being satisfied (versus dissatisfied), which are associated with the Walk Score. We then compared the
significance and direction of the estimated odds ratios between the Walkability Score and the Walk
Score. Confounding factors such as age, gender, and walking type were adjusted for the final analyses.
Statistical significance was determined at the 0.05 level, and Stata 15 MP software was used for all
statistical analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial Distribution of the Seoul Walkability Score

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the Seoul Walkability Score. We specifically computed
Walkability Scores at 44,000 locations taken from intersections within the premade 100 m × 100 m grid.
Seoul consists of 25 autonomous administrative districts called “gu.” As shown in Figure 4, most of
Seoul seems to be walkable. However, spatial variations in the Walkability Score are evident in some
of the administrative districts (e.g., Yongsan-gu, Mapo-gu, Gangseo-gu, Gwanak-gu, and Songpa-gu),
many of which are close to the city border (e.g., the greenbelt zone) and/or river.
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The overall average Walkability Score for the 44,000 grid points in Seoul was 64.4, with a standard
deviation of 18.4 and a maximum value of 97.5. Based on the Walk Score category, Table 3 shows the
frequencies of each Walkability Score level in Seoul. Percentages of walkable (somewhat walkable,
very walkable, walker’s paradise) and car-dependent (somewhat car-dependent, car-dependent) areas
were 84.3% and 15.7%, respectively. As shown, more than 80% of Seoul was rated as walkable. However,
only 0.8% was rated as a “walker’s paradise” (the highest level). On the other hand, approximately 5.1%
of all areas received Walkability Scores of less than 25, which indicates high rates of car-dependence.

Table 3. Walkability Score frequency and percentage according to the degree of walkability.

Walkability Score Description Frequency Percentage

90–100 Walker’s paradise 354 0.8
70–89 Very walkable 21,188 48.2
50–69 Somewhat walkable 15,517 35.3
25–49 Somewhat car-dependent 4676 10.6
0–24 Car-dependent 2265 5.1
Total 44,000 100.0

As shown in Table 4, Seoul’s average Walkability Score is 64.4, with a standard deviation of 18.4
and a maximum value of 97.5. At the gu level, the very walkable areas (Walkability Scores > 70) were
Jung-gu (mean = 75.1, SD = 13.1), Dobong-gu (mean = 73.5, SD = 16.2), Eunpyeong-gu (mean = 71.0,
SD = 14.9), and Yangcheon-gu (mean = 71.0, SD = 10.7). All 21 other gu were somewhat walkable
(Walkability Scores between 50–69) on average.
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Table 4. Walkability Score descriptive statistics (administrative units of gu).

Administrative Unit
(Gu) Mean SD Min Max Administrative Unit

(Gu) Mean SD Min Max

Jongno 66.0 16.8 0.0 97.3 Mapo 61.6 22.2 0.0 94.1
Jung 75.2 13.1 0.0 97.5 Yangcheon 71.0 10.7 0.0 95.3

Yongsan 57.2 20.8 0.0 87.2 Gangseo 59.5 22.6 0.0 92.3
Seongdong 64.5 15.9 5.0 89.9 Guro 65.3 16.5 0.0 90.4
Gwangjin 68.4 13.8 0.0 88.4 Geumcheon 63.2 19.2 0.0 95.8

Dongdaemun 69.9 9.8 6.7 91.5 Yeongdeungpo 69.6 13.9 0.0 91.7
Jungnang 69.5 16.5 0.0 90.3 Dongjak 63.0 18.5 0.0 87.1
Seongbuk 65.8 13.8 0.0 87.2 Gwanak 52.6 27.7 0.0 86.0
Gangbuk 66.1 18.5 0.0 88.8 Seocho 64.6 17.3 0.0 91.5
Dobong 73.5 16.2 0.0 95.3 Gangnam 65.0 14.9 0.0 88.7
Nowon 56.0 14.0 0.0 87.0 Songpa 60.0 20.3 0.0 88.4

Eunpyeong 71.0 14.9 0.0 96.6 Gangdong 64.4 17.9 0.0 92.6
Seodaemun 68.0 13.2 0.0 95.8 Seoul (All) 64.4 18.4 0.0 97.5

Note: SD: standard deviation.

3.2. Analyzing the Association between Walkability Score and Pedestrian Satisfaction

Table 5 shows the results of statistical analyses examining the associations between pedestrian
satisfaction and walkability measures. We compared the results from both the Walkability Score and
Walk Score. Here, Walkability Score was significantly associated with pedestrian satisfaction, but Walk
Score was not. This may be explained by the significance of group-mean differences between the two
measures (t-test = −47.90 and p < 0.001). Further, both models showed that age and walking trip were
significant factors.

Table 5. Statistical analysis of the association between Walkability Score and pedestrian satisfaction.

Walkability Score Walk Score

Variables OR (SE) Z p-Value OR (SE) Z p-Value

Gender 1.038 (0.040) 0.98 0.326 1.038 (0.040) 0.98 0.326
Age 1.028 (0.007) 4.43 <0.001 1.028 (0.007) 4.40 <0.001

Walking Purpose 1.132 (0.052) 2.70 0.007 1.131 (0.052) 2.68 0.007
Walkability Score 1.008 (0.002) 3.97 <0.001 NA

Walk Score NA 0.997 (0.002) −1.37 0.170
Constant 0.084 (0.013) −15.57 <0.001 0.195 (0.039) −8.09 <0.001

N 19,920 19,920
LR-Chi2 41.97 27.68

Log likelihood −8971.875 −8979.019

Note: OR = odds ratio; SE = standard error.

3.3. Exploring the Discrepancy between Pedestrian Satisfaction and Walkability Score

While we found a significant association between Walkability Score and pedestrian satisfaction,
there was also a possible discrepancy between the two. We thus investigated comprehensive sample
locations where there were different patterns between Walkability Score level and perceived satisfaction
with the walking environment using street view images published in web portals, such as Kakao Map
(https://map.kakao.com/) and Naver Map (https://map.naver.com/). Figure 5 indicates four sample
locations. These are categorized into two types (i.e., Type A and Type B). Type A consists of high
Walkability Scores and low satisfaction, while Type B consists of low Walkability Scores and high
satisfaction. We selected locations in consideration of their main land uses (e.g., residential, commercial,
industrial, and green land-use areas).

https://map.kakao.com/
https://map.naver.com/
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3.3.1. Type A: High Walkability Score and Low Pedestrian Satisfaction

• A-1: Namguro Station: Industrial

The samples are located near Namguro station, where there is a mixture of two main land uses
(i.e., residential and industrial). Further, the Seoul Digital Industrial Complex is largely present
around this area. There are also many companies in the industrial complex, which has led to various
amenities. This area’s Walkability Score was relatively high at 83 due to many accessible destinations
(e.g., restaurants, coffee shops, and shopping centers). However, pedestrian satisfaction with the
walking environment was relatively low at 1.35. As shown in Figure 6, most roads are shared with
pedestrians, but illegal parking can be observed throughout the area. There are also many poorly
secured environments that lack streetlights and surveillance cameras. These could be perceived as
poor walking environments.
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• A-2: Gwanghwamun Station: Commercial

Gwanghwamun refers to the main gate of the Gyeongbokgung Royal Palace. The station is near
Gwanghwamun, where there are many amenities for visitors (e.g., the square, Cheonggye stream,
the presidential office building called the “Blue House,” city hall, centers for the arts and cultural
complexes, and other historical sites). This area is also located in the Central Business District,
which contains a high floating population. Gwanghwamun Station had a relatively high Walkability
Score of 87.5, but pedestrian satisfaction was very low at 1.2 points. Political rallies and protests are
often held at the square, in the boulevard, and at city hall near the station. Sidewalks near the station
are very wide and streets are pedestrian-friendly, but illegal parking, poor maintenance, and walking
obstacles (e.g., tents, booths, and rally banners) are present throughout (Figure 7).
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3.3.2. Type B: Low Walkability Score and High Pedestrian Satisfaction

• B-1: National Assembly Building Station: Commercial

The National Assembly Building is the South Korean capital building. The area around the
National Assembly Building station contains well-maintained, wide sidewalks in addition to rich
greenery areas and bike lanes (Figure 8). The bike lanes are separated from vehicle roads and sidewalks
so that cyclists can use them safely and conveniently. Meanwhile, the 229,539 m2 area of Yeouido
Park is located about 300 m southeast of this location. The park is used as a resting place for Seoul
citizens because of its well-established ecological forests, ponds, theme plaza, and walking paths.
With such a well-equipped pedestrian infrastructure, pedestrian satisfaction was relatively high at 3.0.
However, the Walkability Score was somewhat low at 53, which is likely the result of poor access to the
amenity facilities.
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• B-2: Yangjae Stream Forest: Residential/Greenspace

This sample location was near the Yangjae stream and Yangjae Citizens’ Forest park. As shown in
Figure 9, this site has good access to the stream, park, and areas with abundant vegetation. The green
walkway was constructed across the park and stream before connecting to other hiking routes that
skirt around the City of Seoul. The green walkway is part of a 157 km trail that runs across Seoul
(i.e., the Seoul Trail). This has remained an attractive place of leisure for both visitors and residents.
As such, it had a relatively high pedestrian satisfaction level of 3.05 points, which is likely due to its
good access to the park and walkway. However, the area’s large open spaces provide poor access to
amenities. As such, the Walkability Score was relatively low at 53.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

Among the several indices of neighborhood walkability suggested in the current literature, Walk
Score is the most widely used. However, the built environmental attributes used for the Walk Score
algorithm are based on research conducted in the Western context. This study therefore used the Walk
Score methodology to develop a Walkability Score for use in the high-density Asian city of Seoul,
South Korea (where Walk Score is not supported). To the best of our knowledge, this study was the
first to explore a new walkability score in Seoul. While a recent study in Japan examined Walk Score
validity (showing a significant correlation with environmental attributes) [39], we note that Walk
Score (as provided on the website) is not accurate in that context due to limited data sources. Further,
there are significant differences between this study’s Walkability Score and Walk Score based on our
application of both at sample locations. We also used survey data to examine the association between
Walkability Score and pedestrian satisfaction with the walking environment. Logistic regression results
also indicated that the Walkability Score was significantly associated with pedestrian satisfaction,
but we could not find any such associations with this item and Walk Score.

We then explored sample locations to determine whether Walkability Scores matched pedestrian
satisfaction ratings. While there was a significant and positive statistical association between Walkability
Score and pedestrian satisfaction, it is important to note that the coefficients of regression represent the
average change in the dependent variable by one unit increase in the independent variable. We sampled
locations where we found discrepancies between the Walkability Score and pedestrian satisfaction. This
investigation showed that some places with good access to parks and streams and/or well-maintained
sidewalks with rich greenery had low Walkability Scores and were thus categorized as “not walkable,”
but had relatively high levels of pedestrian satisfaction. These findings may have resulted from
a lack of nearby amenities (i.e., the Walkability Score is highly dependent on amenity access). Further,
while nearby amenities and/or destinations are important for measuring neighborhood walkability,
well-equipped pedestrian infrastructures may be reflective of actual usage patterns and perceptions.
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Streetscape environments such as sidewalks and green areas along streets or trails running through
parks may be more relevant to pedestrian perceptions and experiences [52,53].

While the Walk Score considers, counts, and weights nearby amenities in order of their importance
for encouraging walking trips, we note that such importance may differ across urban contexts.
For example, parks, open spaces, and green areas may help local residents maintain consistent
walking behaviors that promote healthy living. Indeed, previous studies have found significant
associations between green environments and not only walking behaviors, but also psychological
responses [54,55]. A study by Lwin and Murayama (2011) further suggested that an eco-friendly walk
score be integrated into the Walk Score algorithm to measure urban green spaces through Remote
Sensing and GIS techniques [56]. Further, the Walk Score places importance on nearby amenities based
on environmental correlate studies that measured walking in the Western context. This may not be
applicable in the Asian context. Future studies identifying walkable destinations in Seoul should thus
concentrate on collecting evidence supporting the generation of a valid walkability measure.

In conclusion, this study provided evidence that the Walkability Score (following the Walk Score
algorithm) may be a valid measure for assessing neighborhood walkability. However, more validity
checks are necessary to further apply and develop this measurement tool for use in other destinations
in the local urban context.
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